The Award Winning

Beaver Tales
October 2012

Newsletter for Beaver State Chapter 3 serving Oregon and SW Washington since 1950

Chapter 3 meeting Friday October 12th at Ernesto’s
Board Meeting: 10:30am
Meeting: 12:00pm
Speaker: 12:15pm

8544 SW Apple Way
Portland, Oregon 97225

LUNCH: $13

PLAN EARLY, SO YOU
DONT GET SHOCKED

IRWA Chapter 3
Please RSVP
Diane McLaughlin at
dianemcirwa@hotmail.com

September 12th
Prize Drawing Results
Aaron Amick was not
present to win the $325
jackpot drawing.

K2 Environmental will share important steps in
the early planning of transmission lines

Bucky won
the attendance free
lunch. Congratulations!

Jeff Montgomery has over 24 years of
experience as an environmental professional.
He has extensive experience in environmental compliance, environmental inspection,
permitting, right-of-way acquisition, surveying and mapping for various utility projects.
He has participated in the planning and construction phases of over 1200 miles of transmission line. Jeff has provided environmental
support on a variety of projects across the
United States and has a strong understanding of the environmental regulations for fedJeff Montgomery, Project Manager for
K2 Environmental
eral and state agencies. Jeff has worked on
some of the largest transmission line projects built in the U.S. as an environmental field manager and right-of-way representative. Jeff’s diverse background in
right-of-way acquisition, environmental permitting, and field inspection makes
him an extremely versatile person in the field.

October Lunch
Jackpot is $350
Good Luck!
Region 7 Spring Forum
April 10 - 12, 2013
Portland, OR

IRWA Ed. Confrence
June 23-26
Charleston, WV
Start Planning Now
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Prez Sez
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Greetings Chapter 3,
It appears that Fall maybe creeping up on us. We had a successful social gathering at Edgefield last month. Hope you all
enjoyed the festivities and many thanks to Leslie Finnigan, SR/
WA for handling all the logistics.
Matt Gossett, Regina Thompson, Kayla Carol and I represented
Chapter 3 at Region 7’s Fall Forum held in Bozeman, MT. The
Region meets three times a year (Spring Forum, Education Conference and Fall Forum) and is open to all IRWA members. The
Spring Forum 2013 will be held April 12th right here in Portland,
OR, save the date.
In conjunction with this Forum we are scheduling an Education
Symposium held April 10th and 11th. (Check our website for
details)
SAVE THESE DATES and PLAN TO BE THERE.

These Region Forums are an excellent opportunity to meet other members from our Region 7’s chapters
spanning 5 states (AK, ID, MT, OR, & WA), exchange ideas and learn from one another. I also want to take
this moment to reiterate that Chapter 3’s Board Meetings are also open to all chapter members. Remember this is YOUR organization and your participation is vital to the success of our chapter.
I am pleased to inform you that your board is working diligently through the chapter survey results and
will be implementing many ideas and adjusting a few things in advancing our chapter. Thank you again to
all who participated.
With Fall upon us we are approaching that time of year when we honor those “that have lead the charge,”
with the Past Presidents and Awards banquet, traditionally held in lieu of a December membership meeting. Please contact Eilene Gehrke, SR/WA at elgehrke.srwa@gmail.com with nominations for Chapter Professional of the Year and Employer of the Year. Stay tuned for more details on location and dates.
The IRWA membership drive is “right around the corner.” Many of you have most likely received the mailing of membership renewal notices. HQ is having a membership campaign with the possibility of three paid
memberships for 2013 to the chapters that increase their membership by 5 percent.
As part of our ‘Get Involved’ campaign, I want to encourage the chapter membership and potential membership to bring your clients, colleagues, supervisor and/or manager to one of our Chapter General Meetings or special events. Help them to see the value of your IRWA and Chapter 3 membership.
This is your Chapter and your organization; let the Chapter 3 board hear from you. We are here to serve
you, the profession and the community. Have a creative idea for holding an educational offering for your
agency, employer or the chapter?; or a community service project, job fair or special offering you would
like to see our chapter provide or participate in? Contact me or any of the elected officers and/or committee
chairs. We are here for you.
As always, be on the lookout for future gatherings and offerings in the newsletter and/or on our chapter
website, www.irwachapter3.com. We are continuing to plan to offer some great opportunities to get our
chapter members together for education, networking and fun.
										

Enjoy ….

Jim
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Lori Hathaway
Chapter 3 Education Chair

“Member Spotlight”

Chapter
3

Once upon a time, in a land far, far away… OK – here goes…
Remember the movie, The Accidental Tourist? It was one of the best flicks
of 1988, with William Hurt and Geena Davis, nominated for a handful
of Academy Awards. Well, Universal Field Services has its own version
playing in Salem, starring Lori Hathaway as The Accidental Right of Way
Agent – in more ways than one.
In the personal way, Lori relates, “I have two older sisters, one older
brother. I am an accident that happened 7 years after my parents were
done (having kids).’’
In the professional way, Lori came to the ROW and re-location business
Lori and Chubbs
by a roundabout route, so to speak. She initially went to college for one
year and was studying to be a nurse. “I took a year off to take some time to figure out what I really wanted to do
– ah, that fateful mistake…’’ she recalls “I wound up marrying my first husband…that lasted 3 years and I never
made it back to college full-time.’’
Instead, went to work as an administrative assistant to officials of several companies, and it was moving up that
ladder in the business world that made her answer an employment ad placed by Universal. Instead, she wound
up as an agent.
“I have the great fortune to be working for Leslie Finnigan and Universal Field Services, who took a chance on me
and gave me the opportunity to become an agent in this most interesting field of Right of Way’’ Lori says. “Many
classes and a lot of work experience later, I am really enjoying this career. It is most certainly never boring! How
could anyone not be intrigued by the intricacies of relocating anything from an unemployed person living in a pieced together camp
trailer, to a head shop, to a thriving autobody shop, etc., etc., etc. Or,
negotiating small TCE’s to multi-million dollar acquisitions and everything in between.’’
While work path took the turns for Ms. Hathaway that it does for
many, there was an amazing twist to her personal life where she reconnected with her true soul mate. We will let her tell this sweet tale.
“I met the love of my life, my husband Todd, when I was 11 years old
and we went to the same private school. We were a couple in high
school, but were sent to different boarding academies, which eventually, brought an end to our relationship… but only temporarily. We
were reunited at my best friend Pauline’s wedding 13 years ago. A
year and a half later we also married and now live happily in Keizer,
Oregon, sharing our home with 4 dogs: 14 year old Australian Cattle
Dog, Hike; 8 year old Long Haired Chihuahua, Chubbs; 8 year old
Rottweiler, Race; 3 year old Rottweiler, Ice.’’
Hike practicing agility

...continued on page 16

Education
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Start planning today!
Welcome to the International Right of Way Association’s 59th Annual International Education Conference held
in Charleston, West Virginia, at the Charleston Civic Center. We invite you to attend this valuable industry event and
take advantage of the many educational and learning opportunities, as well as the networking events that have been
planned just for you.Please feel free to contact us if you have any specific questions regarding the annual conference,
and check our website often for updates regarding our plans as we continue mapping out your educational event of the
year!
Sincerely,
Your 2013 Conference Planning Committee
Ron Williams, SR/WA
2012 Conference Chair
marbears@aol.com
(304) 345-3005

David Griffith, SR/WA
2012 Conference Chair
dfgriffith@aep.com
(304) 746-2745

Jade Yoong 		
Event Manager
yoong@irwaonline.org
(310) 538-0233 x146

Daniel Stekol
Business Development Officer
stekol@irwaonline.org
(310) 538-0233 x126

Did you know that October is National Right of Way Month? Enter to win a IRWA online course!
In honor of National Right of Way Month, IRWA will be hosting a No Trick, All Treat contest. Purchase any IRWA
online course in the month of October and earn a chance to win 1 of 3 free 16 unit IRWA online course prizes*.
One entry is earned for every IRWA online course purchased.
Winner will be chosen at random and will be contacted by November 15th, 2012.
*Maximum free online course tuition value: $415.00 for members/$520.00 for non-members.
This offer is valid only for IRWA Online courses purchased between 12:01 AM* on Monday, October 1st and 11:59 PM* on
Wednesday, October 31st, 2012 (Central Time).
This offer cannot be applied retroactively or combined with any other offers. Refunds will not be applied. The prize (one free
online course) is not redeemable for cash value. The prize may be transferable.
Online courses must be purchased during the timeframe referenced above to qualify for the special promotion. The online
course must be completed within one year of the date of purchase.
Did you know IRWA currently offers 21 courses online?
IRWA offers online courses in the following series:
100 Series, Basic Right of Way Disciplines
200 Series, Communication/Negotiations
300 Series, Management
400 Series, Appraisal

600 Series, Environment
700 Series, Asset/Property Management
800 Series, Real Estate Law
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REGION 7 FALL FORUM 2012

Region 7
Special

Bozeman, Montana
Many “cowboy” hats off to Montana Chapter 45, The
Big Sky chapter, for a wonderful Spring Forum in
Bozeman, Montana!
Region 7 had a great turn-out with all Chapters represented.
Congratulations, to Bernie Lea, SR/WA who received
the Region Professional of the Year!!
Each chapter had the opportunity to share successes and challenges and we set goals as a region during an interactive planning session. The focus was on membership needs, retention and growth. Daniel
Stekol, Vice President – Field Operations, from IRWA Headquarters showed some upcoming technological resources and walked us through the IRWA website and showed us where to find available leadership resources. He also shared some statistical data regarding membership and education.
We participated in leadership training provided by the IRWA Leadership Institute, working in small
groups and getting to know one another from around the region. We heard from the region representatives from their respective discipline committees. One that stood out was the Relocation Committee
which briefly highlighted the recent changes to the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property
Acquisition Policies Act of 1970 (Uniform Act). We will be sharing these changes with you once we receive this industry rep’s summation.
Pat Thayer, SR/WA, Region Chair gave a state of the Association highlighting some changes, statistics
and upcoming technological tools soon to be unveiled to the membership. She spoke about the upcoming Annual International Education Conference (IEC) to be held in Charleston, West Virginia, June
23-26, 2013. She mentioned that rooms at the host hotel were filling up fast, so book early.
I announced that the 2013 Spring Forum is to be held by Chapter 3 in Portland, Oregon, at the Hilton
Downtown on April 12th. An education symposium will be held on April 10th and 11th in conjunction
with the forum, with more specific details and registration forms to come.
It was great to see some familiar faces
and some new ones, people we enjoyed
meeting and getting to know. Please
consider attending the Spring Forum. It
will be a great opportunity to learn more
Photo by Lori Hathaway
about the structure, process and opportunities from chapter, region and the
association perspectives and to network
with others from our “neck of the woods.”
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IRWA
IRWA Announces Sunrise Powerlink as Winner of
Infrastructure Project of the Year
Los Angeles, October 2, 2012 - The International Right of Way Association (IRWA) recently held
its annual Project of the Year Competition, designed to shed light on the vital role that right of
way professionals play in overseeing the nation’s infrastructure projects.
IRWA’s 2012 Project of the Year was awarded to Sunrise Powerlink, a San Diego Gas &
Electric Company (SDG&E) project that was put into commercial operation in June. The
500,000-volt transmission line links San Diego to the Imperial Valley, one of the most
renewable-rich regions in California.
The nearly $1.9 billion project culminates a five-year environmental review and permitting
process, as well as a rigorous 18 month construction schedule that included 117 miles of
overhead and underground electric transmission lines. Nearly five million work hours were
required to complete project – the equivalent of 2,260 people working 40 hours per week
for a year. Because nearly 75 percent of the overhead construction required helicopters for
environmental reasons, it took 30,000 flight hours to complete the aerial construction on
the towers.
“With the energy shortfalls caused by the area’s nuclear facility being offline and the high
power demands this summer, the scheduled completion of the Sunrise Powerlink could not
have come at a more critical time,” said Michael R. Niggli, SDG&E’s president and chief
operating officer. “While there were significant challenges during construction, SDG&E
employees stayed focused and kept the project on schedule. In addition to improving
reliability in the region, the Sunrise Powerlink now also provides an important pathway for
the clean, renewable energy in the desert region to customers in San Diego.”
To construct the Sunrise Powerlink, acquisition of 106 miles of right of way on both private
and public lands was required. SDG&E’s team of land agents negotiated with 79 different
private property owners and nine agencies, resulting in timely acquisitions. SDG&E crews
undertook significant efforts to construct the transmission line while complying with
extensive environmental mitigation requirements.
Acknowledging the project winner, IRWA International President Patricia Petitto, SR/WA, R/WNAC noted that, “These right of way professionals have invaluable skills that are essential to
successful project delivery. From securing environmental clearances to negotiating property
rights, their early involvement in these complex infrastructure projects can ensure substantial
cost savings while making it possible to achieve an aggressive schedule,” said Pat.
According to IRWA Executive Vice President Mark Rieck, “For the most part, the right of way
profession is virtually unknown to the general public. Yet, the conveniences we all take for
granted are made possible by these highly-skilled professionals. The highways we drive on, the
utilities in our homes and the cell towers that we rely on to communicate all exist because of
the expertise they bring to these quality-of-life projects.”
The industry’s foremost resource, Right of Way Magazine, will feature the Sunrise Powerlink in
its November/December issue, along with the Top 10 Projects of the Year, which include:
1) Sunrise Powerlink, San Diego Gas & Electric Company
2) CTfastrak, Connecticut Department of Transportation
3) Mountain View Corridor, Utah Department of Transportation
4) City of Virginia Beach's BRAC Response Program, City of Virginia Beach, VA
5) University Light Link Rail, Central Puget Sound Regional Transit Authority
6) Relocation for South Africa Transmission Line, Eskom Group Capital Land
Development
7) Honolulu Rail Transit, Honolulu Authority for Rapid Transportation and Parsons
Brinckerhoff, Inc.
8) CapX2020 High-Voltage Transmission Project, 11 Upper Midwest Utilities
9) Tyrone Land Management Project, Xcel Energy, Wisconsin
10) DFW Connector Project, Texas Department of Transportation and Atkins, Inc.
IRWA is a nonprofit association serving professionals who acquire, manage and transfer the

Chapter 3
Special
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Finding the ‘Sweet Spot’ with BPA’s
Vegetation Management Program
By
Steve Narolski, BPA Program Manager-Veg. Mgmt. & Access Maintenance

Utilities small and large face similar issues with their power lines - waking up in a cold sweat when the wind blows with
gale force, wondering if their system will hold or whether wind-blown trees are about to cause an outage. The massive
Blackout that crippled the USA’s eastern grid into Canada in 2003 was caused, in part, by trees growing into power lines.
Resulting regulations enhanced clearance distances between conductors and nearby vegetation through the North
American Electric Reliability Corporation’s FAC-003-1, essentially describing what a given utility’s transmission vegetation management program should afford or look like.
History
Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) is a federal entity within the US Department of Energy. The agency provides bulk
energy throughout the Pacific Northwest to public utilities, private companies, and individual consumers. Its mission
as is to create and deliver the best value for customers, stakeholders and constituents as it acts in concert with others to
assure the Pacific Northwest:
•
•
•
•

An adequate, efficient, economical and reliable power supply;
A transmission system that effectively integrates and transmits power from federal and non-federal generating
units, provides service to BPA’s customers, supports interregional interconnections, and maintains electrical
reliability and stability; and
Mitigation of the Federal Columbia River Power System’s impacts on fish and wildlife

BPA manages over 15,000 miles of high-voltage transmission lines using approximately 19,000 miles of access roads to
deliver power in eight states of the Northwest.
Most recently, BPA incurred two vegetation-related sustained outages in 2007 and 2008 respectively. These events triggered an intense internal audit and external review by the Western Electricity Compliance Corporation (WECC). One
by-product was the need for BPA to enhance how it manages and maintains its rights-of-way system wide. Prior to
these outages, vegetation maintenance funding resembled a sine wave, with marked peaks and valleys. Identifying an
optimal funding level, or ‘sweet spot’ which strikes a balance between cost and return on investment, escaped forecasters.
Current State & Review
During the late 1990’s though early 2000’s, BPA partnered with Oregon State University on research projects assessing
how to manage power line corridors towards establishing early succession or low-growing plant communities. The
agency decided to resurrect this research and start applying the findings through maintenance in a more thoughtful
manner.
Forty-four months have passed since its last vegetation-related sustained outage, the longest stretch in the BPA’s history. During the interim, BPA has invested significant effort to identify and remove incompatible vegetation within its
power line easements. Part of this success came from experimenting with existing and new technology to identify the
state of vegetation-to-conductor clearance along rights-of-way.
A formal review of the different vegetation inspection techniques BPA utilized in the months following the 2008 outage
was conducted to determine which were the most accurate and most cost-effective. The inspection techniques BPA
used to assess clearance between conductors and vegetation included:
•
•
•
•

Transmission Line Maintenance ground patrols (TLM)
Aerial Patrols w/helicopters
Third-party contractors ground patrols
Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR)

Chapter 3
Special
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LiDAR led the list as the most accurate technique, and also the most costly, for the initial classification. One of the factors driving the cost of capturing accurate data is the number of circuits within a corridor. Sampling single circuit rightsof-ways is almost twice as expensive as multi-circuit corridors. Future data capturing, especially when using the same
vendor, was projected to realize a saving of 40-50% in subsequent cycles.
Aerial patrols with helicopters using trained, professional
observers were the least costly but the most inaccurate for most
vegetative clearance issue reporting.
Presently, LiDAR data is collected on approximately 20% of BPA’s
system annually. The agency samples the highest growth sites,
west of the Cascade Mountains every three years, and the slower
growing sites east of the Cascades once every 5-8 years.

Analysis & Finding the ‘Sweet Spot’

The results of the LiDAR sampling have supplemented observations noted from ground patrols and aerial helicopter patrol
reconnaissance. This system of overlapping patrols, along with
assessments BPA’s natural resource specialist perform on-site
while setting up or conducting their normal work, provides
quality control audits while double-checking for transmission
corridor health and clearance issues.

BPA’s Vice-President of Transmission, Robin Furrer, coined the
term, ‘sweet spot’, to pinpoint the right funding level to protect
the integrity and reliability of BPA’s transmission system with
an acceptable amount of risk. In defining BPA’s ‘sweet spot’,
agency leaders determined there could be no future vegetation-caused sustained grow-into outages, and those resulting
from off-ROW damage caused by major storms would be kept
to an acceptable, nominal level. Such an intersection of costs
and gains would measure where the funding level for maintenance activities provides the greatest return, and when adding
more funding yields would result in diminishing returns.
BPA’s vegetation management and access road maintenance
programs have evolved from reactive to proactive, while
striving to find that ‘sweet spot’. This evolution required both
transparency and better accountability from all of BPA’s interactive divisions. The agency had to develop new tools to track
and analyze all aspects of this program, identifying opportunities for improvement, and implementing best management
practices.
Today, BPA tracks project costs against projections for current year’s work. We also report and measure out-year projects
being developed and packaged for bidding in order to give contractors advance notice. This allows the agency’s business
partners to forecast their potential workloads and plan for work that would fill their upcoming year.
To find the ‘sweet spot’, BPA had to first analyze vegetation inspection practices, before the program could move forward.
An internal analysis of the types of vegetation inspection techniques used during the 2009 fiscal year showed that although aerial patrols were the most cost-effective, they yielded the lowest level of accuracy. LiDAR was proven to be the
most accurate method, but also the most expensive.
Project planning and bid awarding helped populate projected expense work-ups and demonstrated the program was
adhering to its budget forecasts. While somewhat basic, this exercise would indicate the trending towards the elusive
‘sweet spot’.
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Once BPA’s projects are awarded, the projects are managed
using the cost performance
index (CPI), the scheduled performance index (SPI), and the
critical ratio (CR).

Chapter 3
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The CPI ratio aims to determine how the project is
progressing by measuring the
total amount spent against
the allocated budget. It is
expressed as a ratio of the Budgeted Cost of Work Performed (BCWP) to the Actual Cost of Work Performed (ACWP). If
the BCWP is equal to the ACWP, the ratio is one, indicating that the project is following its budget effectively. A CPI ratio
lower than 1 means the budgeted costs are lower than the actual costs. This indicates that the project is overspending.
In a case where the CPI ratio is higher than 1, it means that the project is actually saving money.
The SPI is similar to the CPI only it measures the ratio of scheduled work as it compares to actual work performed. A SPI
of less than 1.0 represents a project behind schedule. If the ratio is greater than 1.0, it is ahead of schedule.
The CPI and SPI ratios are used in conjunction to determine the critical ratio of the project. The critical ratio is an important indicator of project health because it considers both the SPI and the CPI. In other words, CR considers both the
budget as well as the schedule of the project, and is therefore an indicator of the overall status of the project. A critical
ratio of greater than 1 is good and indicates that the project is proceeding well on track.
Future State
BPA’s vision for the future state of its vegetation management and access maintenance operations is for these program
to be right-funded. The agency will have found that ‘sweet spot’, allowing us to maintain most corridors in a sustainable
cycle, with ROW conditions that ensure reliability and safety. Cycle- or mid-cycle applications of herbicides will help
promote and maintain low-lying plant communities while reducing the presence of invasive, noxious, or undesirable
plants.
Future circuit patrols will be scheduled for maximum efficiency. One scenario could leverage increased annual LiDAR
coverage to supplement ground patrols and reduce the amount of overlap between these inspection techniques.
In the future, all data bases and related software programs would ‘talk’ to each other through a master software package. Paper tracking will be a thing of the past. All records, scope of work packages, and contractor invoicing will be
electronic, with back-up data instantly available. This will be synchronized with the agency’s inclusive GIS system. The
total package may have a similar look and feed to proprietary software BPA developed in the past.
This “one software to bind” will facilitate one-click report generation which can be accessed by any manager to produce
needed reports at a moment’s notice.
Ultimately, and most important, our future state will reinforce BPA’s ability to deliver on its mission to customers: safe
and reliable service with no vegetation-related outages.

Steve Narolski - is program manager for Bonneville Power Administration’s vegetation management and access maintenance program. He earned his bachelor’s degree from Penn State University and his graduate Continuing Education
in Forest Ecology & Silviculture from Washington State University. His professional licenses and certificates include a
California-registered professional forester, a certified forester of the Society of American Foresters, an International Society of Arboriculture certified arborist with utility option, and a Tree Farms of America inspector.
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On the Road with Bucky

SUDUKO

Bucky and lil’ sis Kayla in
Bozman, Montana with Clyde
The Motorcycle Ape
Answers to Puzzle at bottom of page 15

The sculpture is the work
of artist Jim Dolan

Dates &
Events
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Board
Briefs
Beaver State Chapter 3, International Right of Way Association
Board Meeting Minutes for September 14, 2012
Ernesto’s Restaurant – 8544 SW Apple Way, Portland, Oregon

Call to Order: President Lingeman, SR/WA called the meeting to order at 10:47 a.m.
Determination of Quorum: Secretary Ken Hoffman determined that a quorum was present with
proxies.
OFFICER AND MEMBERSHIP REPORTS
President’s Report: professional of year, membership
Vice President’s Report: No report given.
President-Elect Report: No Report given.
Secretary’s Report: Approval of August 10, 2012 Minutes: A motion to approve the minutes as written was
made and seconded, unanimous approval.
Treasurer’s Report: A motion was made to accept the report and seconded, unanimous approval.
OLD BUSINESS:
Summer/Early Fall Social Event, September 15th
Education Courses Discount – Lori Hathaway…12 signed up for today’s class. Jim mentioned we will attempt not to have courses on luncheon/meeting dates in the future.
NEW BUSINESS:
2012-2013 Budget: Jim Lingeman,SR/WA shared draft budget plan. A motion was made to approve the
draft form, seconded, approved.
Survey Monkey Results – Regina Thompson, SR/WA.
Shared results of survey. Location for monthly luncheons; a motion was made to find a new luncheon location, options to be presented at the October meeting implemented by Jan. 2012. Seconded, approved.
IT was mentioned to ask southern Oregon for possible locations. Possibly with internet capabilities.
Operating Manual Update: Draft presented by email. It was requested that we review for October meeting vote. We are in review and comment phase now.
New Members: Jim Lingeman thinks “three new members from HDR will be joining soon”. Subsequent
email on September 18, 2012, “pending members” is attached. Memorandum from Silvia Smith, Field Operations Coordinator states that IRWA HQ received applications from Caleb C. Stephens, Tamisha S. Schrunk
and Jennifer G. Davis. Applications attached. a motion was made to approve the new members and seconded, approved.

Briefs
Cont.
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2012 Fall Forum – Bozeman, MT - October 4th - 6th Matt, Leslie, Jim, Regina, Kayla. It was motioned that
our Vice President be recognized as a replacement director if one of our other directors is unable to
attend, seconded, approved.
Update - 2013 Spring Forum: Portland, OR, April 10-12, 2013. A draft program by October meeting. Each
committee leader is responsible to search for presenters related to their respective committee. Symposium volunteer’s memo attached.
Update - 2018 International Conference bid – Jim Lingeman, SR/WA & Leslie Finnigan, SR/WA
Committee Chair Reports:
Education: Lori Hathaway, will pursue “course coordinator” course.
Utilities: Kayla Carol, SR/WA sent via email September 13, 2012,
Utilities Committee Report 9-2012:
Continue to request the membership for input for articles, legal issues, questions or thoughts about utilities for Buckey’s Utility corner.
Jeff Montgomery, K-2 Environmental, wrote an article for the newsletter and their firm has agreed to
speak at a luncheon.
Working with BPA regarding an article about vegetation clearances, this is not finalized.
11:56 Adjourned
Luncheon Speaker: Melissa Meyer, Bruce International, Inc., President and Second Generation Owner
At your service,
Ken Hoffman, Secretary
IRWA Beaver State Chapter 3

Buckey’s Utility Corner
Check out this link for Renewable Energy
http://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/renewable-energy-update-september-11-51600/

Now, all of you members who are with utility companies, please help Bucky with ideas or articles for
the newsletter. What do you want to know about? Please submit questions to: bbliss@ufsrw.com

Chapter 3
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Officers 2012 - 2013
President
Jim Lingeman, SR/WA
jim.lingeman@gmail.com
360 909-0855

Vice President
Regina Thompson, SR/WA
rthompson@ufsrw.com
503 399-8002

President-Elect
Matt Gossett
mattinpdx@gmail.com

Secretary
Ken Hoffman
Ken.s.hoffman@multco.us

Treasurer
Shannon Fish
sfish@ufsrw.com

Committee Chairs for 2012 - 2013
Awards/Recognition
Eilene Gehrke, SR/WA
elgehrke.srwa@gmail.com
503 956-9751

Membership
Dan Benson, SR/WA
irwadan@bensonville.us
360 773-8334

Transportation
Rod Bliss, SR/WA
rodbliss@epicland.com
503 490-6933

Asset Property Management
Steve Planchon
planchonconsulting@gmail.com
503 286-2216

Parliamentarian
Jerry Swan, SR/WA
Jerry.D.SWAN@odot.state.or.us
503 731-8443 work
aprilgswan2@comcast.net
503 231-7353 home

Utilities
Kayla Carol, SR/WA
KaylaCarol@PacifiCorp.com
503 813-6253

Education Chair
Lori Hathaway
lhathaway@ufsrw.com
503-551-5552
Environment
John Hooson, Vice Chair of
IRWA Environmental Committee
landsolutions1@frontier.com
503 439-9423
Historian
Leslie Finnigan, SRWA
lfinnigan@ufsrw.com
503 709-1916
Local Public Agency
Steve Fox, SR/WA
sfox@epicland.com
Meeting Coordinator
Diane McLaughlin
diane@rowainc.com

Professional Development
Linda Birth, SR/WA
lbirth@msn.com
503 244-2429
Co. Chair
John Deyo, SR/WA
john.deyo@portlandoregon.gov
Newsletter, Publicity & Promo
Barry Bliss, Editor
bbliss@ufsrw.com
503 399-8002
Relocation Assistance
Vacant
Survey and Engineering
Patrick Hinds, SR/WA
patrick.j.hinds@multco.us

Pipeline
Vacant
Valuation
Jo Ellen Jarvis, MAI
jojarvis@jarvisappraisal.net
360-835-7070
Immediate Past President
Dawneen Dostert
waendur@comcast.net
360 904-3187
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Critters have also always been near and dear to her. “I’ve always loved animals and as a child spent a great deal of
time gathering strays and injured creatures and bringing them home to my less than impressed mom,’’ Lori says.
“Originally, I wanted to be involved in the horse world, and got my first of 3 horses when I was 12. I enjoyed
taking riding lessons, particularly dressage. That is where I got my first taste of being a trainer.”
Since, she has focused on training her dogs – kids, actually, to her and Todd – and has garnered a number of
national rankings with her pups. It started when she enrolled Cocker Spaniel, Mindy, in the local pet training
classes. “I instantly fell in love with training dogs. The instructor had a Rottweiler named Jigger, and I thought
she was the most wonderful creature I’d ever met. I became completely smitten with Rottweilers and in 1990
acquired my first, a darling 8 week old little girl I named Zara, after her daddy Zarek who was ranked #1 nationally at the time.’’
Over the years since, the way Lori describes it, “I’ve had the great fortune to share my life with 8 wonderful Rottweilers, 2 cocker spaniels, 1 Australian cattle dog, 1 long haired Chihuahua, 1 toy poodle and a couple of mixed
breeds. Many of them have been very successful in the show ring, garnering national rankings in obedience and
agility.’’
Lori and Todd’s Rotts have been part of producing three litters, two under their kennel name Double Take Rottweilers. Many of those pups have gone on to be very successful in conformation, obedience, agility, rally, herding,
tracking, carting and therapy work, also obtaining national rankings along the way. ”Although the showing is fun
and sometimes thrilling, for me it’s the relationship and companionship with my dogs that is the most fulfilling,’’
she says. “They are such a big part of our lives and hole they leave when they pass on, is gigantic…the loss nearly
unbearable.’’
Reading of this four-footed part of the family, you will understand when Lori shows pictures of the kids and they
are almost all taken by her or Todd. “Most recently, we have been stung by the photography bug, and have been
learning all we can about taking great pictures. On the weekends, we are often out with our Nikon’s practicing
away… I still have a lot to learn and enjoy the challenge. The instant gratification of digital photography is what
I like best. Setting up a shot, taking the picture, than looking at the screen to see what I got (or didn’t get…). It’s
great fun.’’
Lori’s interests include Right of Way, to which she applies both her innate
intelligence and an aptitude for the work. “She has developed an expertise for our work in a relatively short time,’’ Leslie Finnigan notes. “Lori is
what you’d call a ‘glue’ person. She is a big part of what gives our staff
personality and cohesion, that intangible that makes a group of people
into a team.’’
And for several years she has brought those qualities to IRWA. “I became
involved with Chapter 3 several years ago, and my involvement has
steadily grown. At the moment, I’m the education chair and am enjoying
working with a dedicated board that is very interested in seeing Chapter
3 thrive and grow. The challenges and learning opportunities are endless.
But, really, it’s the people I meet and work with in this job that make it the
most interesting. I feel very blessed.’’
Lori and Pup Connor
receiving an award

